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Bibliogov. Paperback. Book Condition: New. This item is
printed on demand. Paperback. 30 pages. Dimensions: 9.7in. x
7.4in. x 0.1in.GAO discussed the Office of Management and
Budgets (OMB) reviews, pursuant to paperwork reduction
legislation, of agencies requests to collect information. GAO
noted that OMB: (1) annually received between 3, 000 to 4, 000
agency information collection requests; (2) implemented
regulations for submitting information collection requests and
developed a formal review and notification process, but
typically relied on informal review practices; (3) did not
systematically check for duplicative information collection
efforts; (4) provided generally inexperienced reviewers with
little training in judging a requests technical merits; (5)
approved 95 percent of requests, and formally modified
between 8 percent to 12 percent and informally modified other
requests; (6) most frequently cited failure to demonstrate the
practical utility of or need for the information collection effort
on disapproved requests; (7) rarely approved certain agencies
requests, and was less likely to approve new submissions or
research-oriented requests; (8) timely completed most of the
reviews, although the median time for reviews increased; and
(9) disapproved 4 technically adequate and approved 7
technically inadequate requests out of 17 that GAO reviewed.
GAO also found that agencies reported:...
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The book is fantastic and great. I have got read through and i am confident that i will planning to read yet again once
again in the foreseeable future. I found out this book from my dad and i recommended this publication to discover.
-- Pr of . Nicole Ziem e-- Pr of . Nicole Ziem e

This sort of book is every little thing and made me searching ahead and more. Sure, it is actually play, nonetheless an
amazing and interesting literature. You wont feel monotony at whenever you want of the time (that's what catalogs
are for relating to in the event you ask me).
-- Ga vin B osco IV-- Ga vin B osco IV
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